Successful management of subdural intracranial empyema linked with cerebral abscess as a consequence of pansinusitis

Pansinüzit sonucu oluşmuş serebral apseyle ilişkili subdural intrakraniyal ampiyemin başarılı tedavisi
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INTRODUCTION

Pansinusitis is the most common source of suppurative intracranial and intraorbital infections1. Among the most common intracranial complications we distinguish subdural empyema, epidural abscess, intracerebral abscess, meningitis, cavernous sinus thrombosis, and thrombosis of other dural sinuses2. Subdural empyema is a suppurative infection which has no anatomic barrier to spread all over the brain convexity and into interhemispheric fissure unlike brain abscess which is surrounded by tissue reaction, fibrin and collagen capsule formation3. Brain abscess and subdural empyema are serious infections which can be stem from chronic suppurative diseases, congenital cardiomyopathy, consequences of head injury or neurosurgical intervention, but the most frequently from chronic sinusitis or otitis4. It favours male population with a male/female ratio of 3:1 and it is mostly associated with sinusitis5. There are three pathways for pathogens to spread and enter into brain tissue, namely contiguous, and hematogenous spread, and through unknown mechanisms6. Intracranial suppurative but loculated collection is mainly caused by streptococcus species6. Complaints related to increased intracranial pressure, meningeal irritation, and signs of cerebritis are the most frequent symptoms7. Prognosis and final outcome have changed owing to introduction of antibiotherapy, improvement in microbiological identification techniques, and most importantly technological development. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a gold stan-
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standard, but its combined use with diffusion-weighted image (DWI) sufficiently differentiates brain abscess from other intracranial loculated lesions. Only in a quarter of patients pathogen can be identified from blood cultures and cerebrospinal fluid. Management of intracranial suppurative complication consists of antimicrobial therapy and complete surgical evacuation and lavage of purulent material.

We represent a case of subdural empyema in which adequate surgical and medical treatment led to a surprisingly positive outcome, even though CT abnormalities still persisted i.e. CT improvement may lag behind clinical improvement.

**CASE REPORT**

A 40-year-old Caucasian was admitted to the neurological department in mid-March 2017 due to signs of increased intracranial pressure (ICP), left hemiparesis and movement disorders. Drug treatment did not subside unbearable headache, photophobia and lethargy. At the time of admission the patient was afebrile with no signs of recent head trauma, surgical intervention or systemic infection. Baseline laboratory findings had referent values with slight leukocytosis.

Routine computed tomography (CT) exam showed frontal right zone of reduced density about 48x32.5 mm (Figure 1). On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) T2, 50x40x57 mm sized oval expansionary mass was observed in the right frontal lobe with irregular perifocal edema without midline shift (Figure 2). During the diagnostic evaluation the physician should be alert for the presence of sopor, hyperpyrexia, leucocytosis (45.15x10⁹/L), CRP 284.00 mg/L, left hemiplegia and right mydriasis with MRI-verified massive subdural empyema of the right hemisphere, right frontal cerebral abscess, signs of subfalcine herniation and midline shift >15 mm (Figure 3). The patient was scheduled for emergency surgery which included decompression, lavage of puddle collection and evacuation of cerebral abscess (Figure 4). Content of pus, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), two blood (BC) and urine samples (UC) were sent for antibiogram. Without antibiogram wide spectrum antibiotics (Cephraxion 2x2 gr, Metronidazole 3x500 mg, Orbenin 4x3 gr), antiedematous and antiepileptic therapy were administered. Due
to clearly verified pansinusitis trepanatio, lavage of frontal sinus was performed with medicated washout solution. Since control CT scans showed retention of pus collection, antibiotic therapy was modified (Imipenem 3x1 gr). Antibiotic susceptibility test results for blood, urine, CSF and puddle content were negative. CSF analysis showed liquor under slightly elevated pressure, hyperproteinemia, and increased number of cells. One month after continuous parenteral antibiotic therapy the patient condition was getting gradually better with regression of left hemiplegia up to normal motor strength and full state of consciousness. He was involved in active physical treatment, verticalized and mobilized. Given the surprisingly good clinical improvement, the patient was discharged with recommended per oral antibiotic therapy even MRI showed signs of residual interhemispheric and convexity subdural pus collections (Figure 5). After a six-month follow-up period, the patient was neurologically intact with complete regression of the purulent collections confirmed by CT scan (Figure 6). Finally, the patient received a prophylactic antibiotic (Extencilline) and antiviral (Pneumo 23) therapy recommended by the infectious diseases specialist.

**DISCUSSION**

Half of pansinusitis complications are intracranial and include intracranial abscess, subdural empyema, epidural abscess, cavernous sinus thrombosis, and thrombosis of other dural sinus. Nevertheless, the most common sinusitis-associated complication is subdural empyema which was confirmed by our case. It is less common than cerebral abscess with a ratio of 5:1. In accordance with literature data the disease favours male population with a male/female ratio of 3:1.

Via three pathways pathogen spreads and enters into the brain tissue: contiguous- in half of the cases, hematogenous- in one third of the cases and unknown mechanisms in the remaining cases. Clinical presentation of intracranial infections is marked with symptoms of increased intracranial pressure, meningeal irritation, and signs of cerebritis. Hallmark of subdural empyema is a nonspecific clinical picture with gradual onset and rapidly developing signs of deterioration which require prompt surgical intervention. Almost identical scenario of events was described in our case.

Radiological imaging, as part of diagnostic evaluation, should be done in patients with suspect subdural empyema. Initial stages of the subdural empyema do not have to show in the classical radiological image, and therefore special attention should be paid to control CT images when SDE presents as a thin, hypodense subdural lesion, with linear enhancement of
the medial surface. If time allows perform magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) which shows hypointense areas of purulence on T1-weighted images which are hyperintense on T2-weighted images. Nevertheless, MRI as a “gold standard” combined with diffusion-weighted (DWI) is sufficient in the differentiation of brain abscess from other intracranial lesions.

Management of intracranial suppurrative complication consists of antimicrobial therapy and surgical management. Drug treatment consists of ceftriaxone or cefotaxime combined with metronidazole, but meropenem may be considered as alternative in patients with contraindications or in patients whose broad spectrum antimicrobial therapy did not give desired results as was the case with our patient. A retrospective Spanish study showed similar outcomes for patients treated with cefotaxime plus metronidazole and for those treated with meropenem. Often, duration of parenteral antibiotic therapy is 6-8 weeks (most commonly 6 weeks) followed by oral antibiotic therapy for 4-8 weeks which should be guided by clinical and radiographic response. The “spider web” in which we can often fill up is created after the surgical treatment and the initial period of antibiotic therapy. Namely, control radiographic images can show the same or even worse condition that can lead us to a dead end i.e. unnecessary reoperation. Our experience tells us that it is necessary to adhere to antibiotic treatments for an exact amount of time as suggested by current guides. After that, if clinical status allows, patient may then be discharged even if the CT abnormalities persist i.e. CT improvement may lag behind clinical improvement.

Surgical treatment of subdural empyema is irrelevant and include decompression hemicraniectomy, complete evacuation and lavage of purulence. On the other side, treatment of brain abscess includes aspiration of the pus or excision of the abscess. Small abscesses ≤2 cm in the cerebritis stage respond well to medical therapy alone. However with this approach the source of infection is not resolved so definitive management of the infected sinuses should be done which includes sinus trephination, irrigation and washout. As endoscopic surgery develops this form of otorhinolaryngological treatment is becoming more and more popular.

**CONCLUSION**

The case shows incessantly unrecognizable cerebritis with the consecutive development of subdural empyema, intracerebral loculated purulent collection and signs of subfalcine herniation. From the present case, it is clear that this neurosurgical emergency requires as quick as possible diagnosis and a combined surgical, and medical treatment. It proves that these neurosurgical entities can be treated successfully only if we strictly adhere to therapeutic guidelines.
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